Help Keep the Repo-Man on the Down-Low!

By Keith Huffman & Angie Lourance

Florida Powertrain & Hydraulics Inc., Miami, Florida supplies Hydraulic Plus Corp., Hialeah, Florida with CW Hydraulic Clutch Pump Mounting Kits. Hydraulic Plus Corp. fits trucks with hidden wheel lifts that are particularly useful within the auto repo industry, alleviating many of the potential dangers that come along with this type of business.

Hydraulic Plus Corp. uses CW Mounting Kits as opposed to a PTO drive because of the reduction in noise. Built on a standard ¾ or 1 ton chassis with a lift hidden under the truck, the clutch pump kit is a crucial part of this vehicle. The noise reduction makes the repo much easier by helping to eliminate confrontation making the driver's job safer and easier. Because of the reduced noise the driver can inconspicuously back up to a vehicle, and without revving the engine, can quietly get in and out without calling attention to what they are doing while repossessing a vehicle.

However, the need for live hydraulics on trucks led us to manufacture CW Hydraulic Clutch Pump Mounting Kits in 1986.

Clutch pump kits are a popular and dependable way to add live hydraulics to a vehicle.

There are several advantages to running clutch pumps. In many cases they can provide as much volume and pressure as a PTO driven pump at a fraction of the price. CW's Clutch Pump Kits allow on demand hydraulics, at any time, regardless of what gear the vehicle is in, or the engine RPM.

With the downfall of the economy in recent years, the vehicle repossession industry has grown rapidly. Tow Truck operators within the repo industry have been able to take advantage of CW's Clutch Pump Kits.

Why CW Mounting Kits stand out from other manufacturers is simple. We strive to build the highest quality brackets and belt systems on the market. You will find that we run designated belt drives in most applications, saving your factory accessories such as water pumps, power steering pumps and alternators from additional side load created from adding the pump inline with the factory belt run, also increasing vehicle reliability.

Not only are CW Kits good for hidden lifts but for all hydraulic applications within the towing industry. We keep in close contact with vehicle manufacturers and build our products to remain within their specifications. We build a quality product that is the perfect choice for your towing needs. Give us a call or check out our website at www.cwkits.com.